I S B IG L AW S OCIAL M EDIA A F LOP ?

November, 2018

| Introduction
Apples & Oranges
To understand the difference between Big Law and the top seven professional services firms and how
incomparable they are, we need not look further than this graph:
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Big Law

| BigLaw
Introduction:
We have covered 30* Big Law Firms and their profiles/accounts on five most important platforms:
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn and Instagram.
Before we talk about the platforms individually, one important note is that the visual identity is kept
throughout every platform and the official website.
This is particularly true for cover photos and profile images. Moreover, with the important exemption of
Instagram and YouTube, all content is usually the same and simultaneously shared.
Social Network

Yes

No

Facebook

18

12

Twitter

28

2

YouTube

18

12

LinkedIn

30

0

Instagram

16

14

*Kirkland & Ellis | Latham & Watkins | Baker McKenzie | DLA Piper | Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom| Clifford Chance | Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer | Dentons | Allen &
Overy | Linklaters | Jones Day | Sidley Austin | Morgan Lewis & Bockius | Hogan Lovells | Norton Rose Fulbright | Gibson Dunn| White & Case | Weil Gotshal & Manges | Ropes &
Gray | Herbert Smith Freehills | Greenberg Traurig | Sullivan & Cromwell | Simpson Thacher & Bartlett | Mayer Brown | Cleary Gottlieb | WilmerHale, CMS | Reed Smith|
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison | Davis Polk & Wardwell
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| Facebook–Meetmehalf way
Facebook is used by 18 out of 30 firms. This platform seems to be most susceptible to the tastes and ideas of
community/BD/Social media managers.
 There is the case of Dentons which had 3 years of pause in between two posts (during the final period of the
complicated US/UK/China law firm mergers), while others post regularly the standard case/blog/PR content.
LinkedIn is on the “strictly business” pole while Instagram is almost entirely used for PR and CSR (corporate social
responsibility) content. Thus, Facebook does have PR and CSR, yet prevalently it has cases/blogs and announcements
aimed at potential recruits/interns.
Moderation is present with occasional replies to comments and inquiries.
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TwitterMeansBusiness
Twitter is used by 28 out of 30 firms. In other words, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett and Davis Polk &
Wardwell are the only ones who do not tweet.
Twitter is notorious for its escalation of any discussion in to all-out verbal war. This is why companies tend to
use it as a real time news feed, both as a source of info as well as placement. Language is usually „dry“ and
“corporate”, purposely avoiding any inflammatory phrases and statements.
All the firms tweet about their cases (only the wins, obviously), blog posts, announcements. Tweet deck and
similar aps can therefore be handy to follow which Big law firm handled which big case, as a convenient info
one-stop shop.
No initiatives or innovations are present on this platform, only the standard “copy+link” posts. In
essence, Twitter is a supplement to LinkedIn and acts as an extended arm of content posted there. There is no
moderation present on this platform.
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“Weareamazing,andhere’sacoupleoftestimonials”
Just like Facebook, YouTube is used by 18 out of 30 firms.
What most firms have is a pinned corporate video that seem to be made by the same director.
One prevailing theme among all the YT channels is covering the life of summer associates, interns, interview
tips, culture in the firm.
All the content usually features a testimonial from a professional who explains their career path or everyday
work habits as a giveaway to the public on how things work inside the firm.
Present on videos is the Corporate responsibility aspect – charity work and volunteering conducted by the
employees of the company.
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Thecrownjewelofprofessionalservicessocialmedia
It is no accident that all the law firms have LinkedIn profiles. The Microsoft-owned platform is the place for
all professionals for boosting their contacts, networking and professional image. It is no wonder that in a
profession such as the legal industry, where in some jurisdictions all advertising is banned, they have to
resort to LinkedIn.
Big law sets the tone for the rest, with serious, well designed profile pages and images, strictly corporate
language and the never-ending news feed of cases, promotions, announcements and blogs.
This does not deviate from the general corporate standard, yet the law firms have an even greater need to
portray themselves as serious, trustworthy and competent. Which is exactly what LinkedIn is for and there
are no challenges here if you play by the book, which is what law firms do for a living.
LinkedIn remains even more potent for individual contacts and the network effect for lawyers than for the
firms themselves, yet there is no choice but to play along and post what everyone else is posting.
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Culture.Image.PR.
Instagram, created in 2010, has exploded since it was acquired by Facebook in 2012, with user numbers
surpassing the one billion mark in June, 2018. It is now effectively too big to ignore and increasingly, Big law
is signing up.
Interestingly, although 16 of the 30 have Instagram accounts, they typically do not have a link on their
webpage that leads to the account, or even acknowledge it.
There are no set rules when it comes to moderation or how the accounts are managed, from Latham &
Watkins’ account which appears to be legitimate, yet has no posts since 2012, to Baker & McKenzie who
chose to have a private account.
Firms typically though, have a lot of CSR and PR content, with volunteering, exercising, charity
work, promotion of diversity and equal opportunity. If LinkedIn and Twitter is business, Instagram is culture
and image.
 Not to say that there are no occasional business posts, but they tend to complement announcements from
other platforms such as Morgan Lewis & Bockius announcing with a portrait that the firm has reelected their
Chairman.
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Our approach to socialmedia

| Ourapproachtosocialmedia–GecićLawontheweb
 Gecić Law is constantly developing its presence on the Internet.
 According to the Similar Web – a leading digital market intelligence company, Gecić Law is ranked as the
most visited legal website in Serbia and the West Balkans region.
 We are currently developing new strategies and tactics to enhance our presence on social media and we are
happy to share with you our approach!
 Our website has 32% more traffic in comparison to the secondly ranked Karanovic & Partner, and 45%
more in comparison to the thirdly ranked BDK Advokati.
 It is important to take into consideration that we are truly the market disruptor law firm – we are the
youngest leading firm of the market.
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| Ourapproachtosocialmedia–GecićLawontheweb
Presence of leading West Balkans law firms on social media
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The Result?

| Ourapproachtosocialmedia– globalranking
Website performance of the three leading West Balkans law firms
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| GecićLawonFacebook
 We intent to develop our presence of Facebook by providing content on our publications, events and
corporate dynamism.
 Our goal is to share the corporate values mainly through a visual approach (pictures and photos).
 Facebook is a great social media tool to approach wider audiences: students, potential clients or media as
such.
 We plan to use Facebook in order to monitor how we are perceived by the public. Therefore, alongside
regular “legal” content as publication updates on our feeds, we are planning to put emphasizes on sharing
photo content from events and conferences.
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| GecićLawonTwitter
 We believe that twitter should be used to share publication of our firms and updates on lectures, events or
conferences organized by our law firm.
 Furthermore, twitter is a great media tool to share posts on current legal and international affairs, in order
to show that our law firm is updated on all matters that might influence the legal and financial world.
 Our policy concerning twitter is to carefully choose and share posts from other tweeters without
“spamming” our followers.
 Furthermore, the “sharing” policy is based on sharing tweets from leading media such as The Financial
Times, The Guardian, The Economist and others.
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| GecićLawonLinkedIn
 LinkedIn, as the leading social network is a marvelous platform for providing information on our
professionals and our work.
 We take the approach of “sharing is caring”: we share the successes of our clients (when they post such
successes) and partners as we believe their success is our success.
 We have an uniform policy on LinkedIn – our professionals have the same format of profile
picture, headline and cover picture.
 It is our policy to use LinkedIn not only as a platform to share information but also to acquire information –
we analyze our competitors and potential partners through their LinkedIn accounts and we tend to gather
data from LinkedIn in order to understand the market and current trends.
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| GecićLawonInstagram
 We are very fond of Instagram, we started recently using it – works wonders for our recruiting efforts.
 Instagram is a platform that constantly increases the number of users and Gecić Law intends to use the
fruits of such boom of popularity of this network.
 Instagram allows us to show a more human side of our firm – we use the “story” option to update the
public on the events we are participating or activities we are undertaking.
 As you can notice, our associate Stefan is taking pictures and posting on our account just right now!
 We use our Instagram account not only to share news on articles and blogs we publish, but also to show
our team spirit and comradeship.
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| GecićLawonYouTube
 YouTube is a video-sharing site on which users can upload, share and watch videos. While YouTube is
largely used by individuals, businesses may decide to use it as a forum to post their latest advertising
campaigns or respond to recent (possibly adverse) media coverage.
 Search engines can crawl videos and comments on YouTube.
 We plan to use Youtube to share our corporate videos but also to provide larger audiences clips from
lectures or events organized by our firm or professionals.
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Key Take Away

| KeyTakeAway

 LinkedIn and Twitter are a must!
 Facebook is soul-searching – show the gentle face of your firm
 Big law is not looking for new clients on social media
 Amazing content should be accordingly designed
 Social media is vital for business development – embrace it!
 We are the most visited and referred law firm from the Western Balkans on the Internet – think local, go
global!
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| Followus!
https://www.facebook.com/gecic.law/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/geci%C4%87-law/

https://www.instagram.com/geciclaw/

https://twitter.com/gecic_law

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOkCjpoY9
ciqBCnS95W7oKQ/featured
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ThankYou!
NikoleSpasića2, 11000Belgrade,Serbia,T|F:38111404 3570,W: geciclaw.com

